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Writing Scripts for
VR & 360 Projects
Ins & Outs of Conceptualizing & Creating Stories for
Virtual Reality and 360 Degree Films

Sebastian Voortman CC0

Brought to you by
Paula Landry, inspiration motivation activation
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Hi.
I wrote this to introduce media makers, artists, writers and screenwriters to writing
for 360 and VR projects.
Together we’ll explore these new mediums from a writer’s perspective, including:
I’ll offer pointers about the technology and writing for a rapidly growing sector in
media.
If you are curious about writing for Virtual Reality and 360 degree films, you need to
understand how they are different to traditional movies, with their own set of
screenwriting principles.

W

ho am I? Good question. I’m Paula Landry @paulalandry
- writer, producer & coach for creative entrepreneurs. I’d like to help you create
and activate strategies that inspire and motivates your storytelling.

I’m all about better stories. I believe that
Better stories
= Better living & doing
Better living & doing = Better, kindful people
Better, kindful people = Happiness for all3
Not sure why that had to get all mathy, but you get the gist.
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What is VR/360 & why
care?

W
W

hat is it? A new technology. Technology has been driving the movie
business since its inception. Think of it as a new color in your crayon
box.
VR/360 are new storytelling tools that offer a few new things:
- Audience immersion, inclusion and interaction in your story.
- Viewing through a headset – an experience which can either draw a
person into the experience, or push them back into their
head – both effective tools.
- A fast-moving, unknown frontier, which is in stark contrast to movies
and TV content
- New technology changes the kind of stories we tell, which means that
these new modalities will change storytelling going forward.

hy care? It’s now and the future… And more.
- VR and 360 movies offer a way for you to stand out – it’s not
saturated yet
- The technology offers a gateway for more diverse writers
- You’re a pioneer, right now. Figure out how to trigger the emotions of
the audience, and how to use interactivity and immersion as
a tool in and of themselves and you’ll own this medium
- Playwrights who understand theater and writers who get how gaming
works have an advantage in these formats
- Big money is invested…. Facebook, Google, Electronics giants and
others see this as the future and are spending
correspondingly. They will need writers who can use it
effectively.
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Planning the Story
Q5 – (Above)
ORANGE

Ideation of your story should include a
diagram, even if it is something you don’t
share, so you can choreograph and plan
where your characters will be during the
story.
This will help you see how the story plays
out and also ask the critical question:
What happens if the viewer isn’t
looking at a certain scene or event?

Q1-BLACK
Q4-GREEN

Q2-RED
Q3-BLUE

Q6 – (Below)
PURPLE
2 Lenses
Action All Around Here Ok

UP
Forward

R

L
Action All Around Here Ok

Reverse
DOWN
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Ways to
think
about
360/VR

Passive Immersive: 360 or Spherical Video, a story

Ryan McGuire CC0

with a fixed duration where the user is immersed within a
surround playback technology and also a passive viewer

$2.3 billion was spent on

except for where they look. Can be live action or

VR/AR/360 in 2016.

animated.
Virtual/Mixed/Augmented Reality/VR stories allow a

The Motley Fool projects
that the VR market is

user to affect the sequence or environment or point of

expected to reach

view by their own actions taken, as designed by the
creator. Can be live action or animated or a mix.

$30 billion by 2020
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Technology Rules All

Technology rules us, our stories, the movie and media industry. If you don’t like it,
grab a pencil and pad and go write a book.
THE EXPERIENCE: 360-Degree and Virtual Reality enable audiences to look all
around them – where there may be story and events in any direction. 360 puts
the viewer inside the story, and Virtual Reality does that and also allows a level of
interaction for the audience.
ACCESSIBLE: The cameras at this point range in price from hundreds to
hundreds of thousands – as well as on the editing side – so filmmakers at
different levels can try this out.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS: about the technology right now.
STITCH: Whether for 360 or VR – live action video is shot with multiple camera
lenses or a rig of multiple cameras. After shooting, the footage from each lens or
camera must be “stitched” together. Plan your story to occur on the ‘mainstage’
staying away from stitch lines. Rigs at this point can vary from 2 lenses and up, so
if you’re not experienced ‘choreographing’ where you think the camera will be,
make it easy on yourself and assume 2 lenses or 4. Are you directing this? Yes, in
fact you are in some respects, along with your audience as they watch.
RESPECT THE NECK: Just because you can write a story that happens up, down,
over here, back, sideways, imagine yourself as the viewer and don’t make them
work too hard, swiveling their eyes constantly, craning their necks every which
way. Your story shouldn’t cause motion sickness.
OPEN WITH ORIENTATION: Your first
Innovations and
story moments should allow the viewer
time to look around the space and
advancements in
understand where they are.
RESOLUTION: Much like stitch lines,
it’s not always great, and will improve.
VIEWER CONSUMPTION: Via desktop,
mobile device, with or without headsets.
The user experience will vary
depending on how they watch your film.
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DO

DON’T

Have your characters look directly into the camera
and address it for intimate, 4th wall-breaking
experiences that are spur feelings of connection.

Pile on too many actions and events occur so quickly
that they will confuse, or cause viewers have to
swivel all over and might make them a headache, or
give them an atmosphere that will likely cause them
to be nauseous

Help your audience get settled
Match perspective and story action: There will be
scenes where the audience member shouldn’t be the
center of attention; action scenes like car chases or
fight scenes, where it makes sense to use different
perspectives
Guide the viewer to pertinent information

Overwhelm. There’s a fine line between interesting
and compelling and so much going on that the
viewer starts to shut down because they cannot
process all the inputs. Try to find a balance
Rely on the memory of viewer of everything in the
sphere. Instead, make it easy for viewers to absorb
pertinent information

Pique curiosity with certain props or set dressing
Ignore what everyone says and try stuff

Be afraid of the technology, try it yourself
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Audience has presence in the story
& inclusion – decide who or what
they are. (There’s no such thing as
neutral observer)
There is limited forced perspective,
so – a viewer may miss information,
which may change the meaning or
intention of your narrative
You need to lead your audience to
discover the story cues happening
around them: using a combination of
light, sound, gestures, eye
movements

Differences
In writing
for 360/VR

Location & Perspective are
exaggerated, because of the lens,
use that.
Smaller spaces that are interesting
looking ca be very effective, large
spaces may appear cavernous
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New Terms, New Ideas

Agency – Agency is when a viewer can act inside a VR experience, by reacting
or interacting with the environment or characters. These actions typically have
consequences in VR, such as spurring actions or influencing the narrative
direction.
Field-of-View (FOV) is what the audience can see at one time.
Point-of-View (POV) is the vantage point from which a story is told. (Who is
telling the story)
1st-person POV: the viewer sees everything through a character’s eyes
3rd-person POV: the viewer is disembodied, perceiving the story without being
directly implicated
Perspective: how the story is told. For instance the viewer may be experiencing
your story through the eyes of the POV of the antagonist, but the perspective that
the story is told is through the dog lying on the couch watching as a passive
observer.
Presence: for a viewer, the sensation of being there, inside the story. When a
viewer is not present, then they are back into their heads. You design the story’s
construction in a way that can alternate from one sensation to another. Presence
is controlled by story information, and when it is introduce into a story.
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Script Formats
There isn’t a standard yet, but it is developing. Filmmakers are using text, diagrams, colors to
indicate where action, characters and sounds occur onscreen.
Text Indicators – Easy and efficient to insert in any screenwriting program
–Directional indicators – use the abbreviations for Back Left, Back Right, Front Right Front Left,
inserted as Slug lines or at the beginning of an Action description
– B/L: B/R: F/R: F/L:
• Grids and Staggered Grids
• Diagram, such as StoryShare diagram templates
–http://bit.ly/2vcjyFR
–http://bit.ly/2vc4c4k
Writing in quadrants can help to visualize a sequence of events. These typically have identifying
information about where the character is in the room, and then typical script format – with action,
characters and sounds taking place. By staggering the actions, and speaking, this indicates
timing in the sequence of events.
Diagrams
You can use diagrams in your script – and write inside the “slice” of the diagram what is
happening. Each section shows what’s going and arrows can be used to help illustrate
movement. Or the diagram can simply be used for a key.
Quadrant indicators in your script text offer a simple way to write in most screenplay programs
•Keep it short & obvious
•Insert as SLUGLINES, or in the front of an ACTION paragraph
–B/L: Back Left
–B/R: Back Right
–F/L: Front Left
–F/R: Front Right

or

–FORWARD POV
–REVERSE POV
–RIGHT POV
–LEFT POV

•You can use COLORS to pinpoint where action & character are in the space
•Whichever system you chose, create a KEY, and be consistent
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Screenwriting Contests for Writers in VR/360
https://filmfreeway.com/festival/ParisCourtsDevantVRScriptsCompetition
Paris Courts Devant – all about immersion and interactivity
https://www.withoutabox.com/03film/03t_fin/03t_fin_fest_01over.php?festival_id=15269
10th Annual Virtual Reality Script Contest
https://filmfreeway.com/festival/FilmCrashScreenplayCompetition
The Film Crash Screenplay Competition is an annual international screenplay competition
based in Los Angeles – scripts for new media

To Watch
YouTube
Vimeo
Facebook
Also – https://facebook360.fb.com/

To Learn.
Roadtovr.com
Uploadvr.com
Vrscout.com
Vrfocus.com
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Thanks!
I’m around, so feel free to connect, I’d be interested in hearing about what you’re
up to and any way I might be able to help.
paula@paulalandry.com
Paulalandry on FB, TW, LI
Happy creating.
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